Student-Language Partner Needs Analysis

Language Partner Name: _____________________________  Student Name: _____________________________

Please use this worksheet to discuss and plan your future language partner sessions together. Consider your past experiences with language partners and what you liked best about those meetings and what you might like to change this semester.

1. I liked to be corrected:
   ☐ As soon as is practical and it won’t interrupt my thought
   ☐ At the end of that topic
   ☐ At the end of our session together

2. I like to learn vocabulary:
   ☐ By keeping a personal notebook
   ☐ By reviewing new words at the end of a session and creating a review sheet with my LP
   ☐ By discussing each new word when it comes up, and practicing using it in a sentence
   ☐ Other: _______________________________________________________________________________

3. I would like to choose topics of conversation:
   ☐ By discussing and choosing a topic in advance of each week’s session
   ☐ By bringing my own ideas each week and seeing where the conversation goes
   ☐ By picking a few broad topics that I’m interested in, but not preparing anything in particular each week

4. I’m most interested in the following topics for discussion:

   ___________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________

5. The things I like most about working with a language partner are (or you think you will like most if you are new)...

6. Things that did not go so well in my past experiences with a language partner were (or things that I don’t like or make me nervous about talking in Arabic)...

7. **(Student)** The best way to contact me urgently is by:
   ☐ Email: ______________________________
   ☐ Text: _______________________________
   ☐ Phone call: __________________________

8. **(LP)** The best way to contact me urgently is by:
   ☐ Email: ______________________________
   ☐ Text: _______________________________
   ☐ Phone call: __________________________